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		This concise book shows JavaScript developers how to build superb web applications with CoffeeScript, the remarkable language that’s gaining considerable interest. Through example code, this guide demonstrates how CoffeeScript abstracts JavaScript, providing syntactical sugar and preventing many common errors. You’ll learn CoffeeScript’s syntax and idioms step by step, from basic variables and functions to complex comprehensions and classes.

	
		Written by Alex MacCaw, author of JavaScript Web Applications (O’Reilly), with contributions from CoffeeScript creator Jeremy Ashkenas, this book quickly teaches you best practices for using this language—not just on the client side, but for server-side applications as well. It’s time to take a ride with the little language that could.

		
			Discover how CoffeeScript’s syntax differs from JavaScript
	
			Learn about features such as array comprehensions, destructuring assignments, and classes
	
			Explore CoffeeScript idioms and compare them to their JavaScript counterparts
	
			Compile CoffeeScript files in static sites with the Cake build system
	
			Use CommonJS modules to structure and deploy CoffeeScript client-side applications
	
			Examine JavaScript’s bad parts—including features CoffeeScript was able to fix
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MicroRNA Cancer Regulation: Advanced Concepts, Bioinformatics and Systems Biology ToolsSpringer, 2013

	This edited reflects the current state of knowledge about the role of microRNAs in the formation and progression of solid tumours. The main focus lies on computational methods and applications, together with cutting edge experimental techniques that are used to approach all aspects of microRNA regulation in cancer. We are sure that the...
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Learn C on the Mac: For OS X and iOSApress, 2012

	Welcome! Chances are that you are reading this because you love the Mac. And not only do you

	love the Mac, but you also love the idea of learning how to design and develop your very own Mac

	programs.





	You’ve definitely come to the right place.





	This book assumes that you know how to use your Mac....
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Grid Computing: International Symposium on Grid Computing (ISGC 2007)Springer, 2008


	ISGC (International Symposium on Grid Computing) is one of the most important

	annual events in Asia that brings together scientists and engineers worldwide to

	exchange ideas, to present on challenges, solutions and future development in the

	field of Grid Computing. The objective of this Symposium is to facilitate the information...
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Digital Publishing with Adobe InDesign CS6Adobe Press, 2012

	If you're a print designer or other creative professional who needs to create digital documents for multiple devices, you will be thrilled with the powerful new tools in Adobe InDesign CS6. Now you just need to know what to do with them. Digital Publishing with Adobe InDesign CS6 examines not just the How of...
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Apple Pro Training Series : Xsan Quick-Reference Guide (2nd Edition)Peachpit Press, 2006
The only guide to Apple's enterprise-level Storage Area Network solution, fully updated for Tiger and Xsan 1.2.

	
    Xsan is one of the most powerful, flexible and affordable SAN solutions on the market.

    
	
    Handy booklet provides invaluable...
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Network Security FundamentalsCisco Press, 2004
Companies have long been struggling with threats from the  hacking community. Keeping pace with the rapid evolution of security technology  and the growing complexity of threats is a challenge even in the best of times.  The increased focus on security has sent IT managers and engineers scrambling to  acquire the proper expertise...
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